Quizzes tool: Automatic Grade option

This document outlines the changes made to the Quizzes tool with the 10.4.10 upgrade on May 29 – 30, 2015.

What’s Changed?

Automatic Grade checkbox repositioned

The Automatic Grade – Allow Attempt to be graded immediately upon completion check box has been moved to the top of the Edit Quiz – Assessment tab.
In earlier versions, the check box was located lower on the page under the Rubrics section.
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Version prior to 5/30/2015 (v10.4): Located under “Rubrics.”

When this setting is selected students can see their score immediately after submitting their attempt. The score displays only what D2L Brightspace can auto-grade (e.g., true & false, multiple choice, multiple select, but not essay questions).

The following settings must be selected for the quiz score to be pushed to the gradebook immediately after the quiz has been submitted:

- Allow attempt to be set as graded immediately upon completion
- Allow automatic export to grades
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Grade immediately and auto export to the grade book.
For More Information

Please contact Instructional Technology Services at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.